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Front Cover: Tall bearded iris FINAL DESTINATION
Welcome to our 2017 catalogue in which we offer a range of new tall bearded iris from John Taylor and Graeme Grosvenor and a wide selection of the latest and best iris from around the world. This printed catalogue is an abbreviated version of the full catalogue which is available online at our website www.rainbowridgenursery.com.au. The printed catalogue features all the photos included in the online catalogue plus some additional garden shots. We have included written descriptions for the new release TBs in this catalogue. Written descriptions for all other bearded iris, as well as extended cultural notes, can be obtained online.

We have had a very exciting 2015/2016 including receiving many awards for our iris. COAL FACE won the 2015 Dykes Medal. That makes 18 Dykes Medal wins for Graeme - a record that will stand for many years! RUSTY TAYLOR and RETURN TO CAMELOT where 1st and 2nd runners up. John's Louisiana Iris MINERAL SPRINGS was the winner of the 2015 ISA Medal. The Alan Johnson Medal (best Bearded Iris in the NSW Region trial garden) was given to Graeme's HELLO TEMPTATION while John's PCNI Seedling 14-62 won the Gordon Loveridge Medal (best Bearless Iris). Awards of Merit were received for TBs BANNOCKBURN, HELLO TEMPTATION, STRANGE HARMONY and RACING AT DUBBO. Champion exhibit at NSW Region Show was won by John with JAYCETTEE bred by Graeme and probably the best iris he has bred. Spectacular in the garden and on the show bench. We are also excited with the many new iris we have imported over the last few years from the US and now have growing on. Some appear in this year's catalogue and others will be released over coming years.

John’s garden, EIDOLIA PARK in Millthorpe, will be part of the 2016 Millthorpe Garden Ramble to be held over the weekend of Saturday/Sunday the 5th/6th November 2016 between 10am and 4pm. We will be there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris. Plenty of seating and food will be available. EIDOLIA PARK is located at 75 Charles Booth Way Millthorpe.

John’s garden is spread over 15 acres and is landscaped with iris, roses and many different and interesting plants, shrubs and trees. For further details on the Garden Ramble, including entrance charges, please email: millthorpegardenramble@gmail.com or visit the website http://www.millthorpevillage.com.au. John's garden will also be open on the weekend before the Ramble on the 29th/30th October 2016, a great time to view Californian Iris and the early Tall Bearded Iris. John's garden will also be opened on the weekend after the Ramble on the 12th/13th November 2016, a great time to see the later TBs and roses. On these two weekends the garden will be open between 10am and 4pm. Again, we will be there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris. Entry on these two weekends is by gold coin donation. Please note that EIDOLIA PARK will not be open to the public except on the open days listed above.

The NSW Region of the Iris Society of Australia will hold its 2016 annual show on Saturday and Sunday 22th/23rd October 2016 between 11am and 4pm on Saturday and between 9am and 3pm on Sunday at the BLACKHEATH COMMUNITY HALL, Great Western Highway, BLACKHEATH. We will be there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris.

We hope you enjoy our new catalogue and we look forward to seeing you in the spring.

Sharon and Scott Drinkwater
Bearded iris (tall bearded, medians and dwarfs) are hardy perennials grown from rhizomes. They are ideal plants for the southern states (VIC, TAS, SA), inland and high country areas of NSW and QLD, coastal NSW south of the central coast and Southern WA. They are not well suited to northern coastal NSW or coastal Queensland.

Bearded iris like cold winters and fertile, alkaline soil. Bearded iris should be planted in open positions that get as much sun as possible. Avoid the use of animal manures near the rhizomes as this may induce rot. We incorporate a small handful of an 8-9 month slow release fertilizer at planting time. Rhizomes are best planted 30cm-50cm apart and such that the top of the rhizome is at ground level. For best results, planting should be done between November and April but bearded iris can be moved at any time of the year without risk of loss. Clumps should be lifted and divided every 3-4 years.

Once planted the rhizomes should be well watered in for about three weeks to a month and then treated as a normal garden plant.

Bearded iris are classified according to height of bloom spikes and bloom period. Dwarfs grow to a maximum height of 40cm, medians from 41cm-70cm and tall bearded are above 70cm in height. The dwarfs flower first followed by the medians with the talls the last to flower. Tall bearded can be chosen for their successful cultivation in the Sydney district.

The time of bloom indicated in the descriptions in this catalogue is when they bloom for us and height of spike is approximate for our growing conditions. Whether a variety reblooms is also based on our experience. There will be variation from area to area and garden to garden.

**TALL BEARDED IRIS - New Releases**

**ANYTIME NOW** (Taylor 2017 Seedling J11-3 M-L 80cm) Colour gem with blue violet blended standards, buff yellow styles with violet stigmatic lip and yellow falls with a large central violet area, veined blue. The beards are white tipped orange. Good garden iris, healthy and vigorous. Spikes carry 6 to 7 buds. PARTY’S OVER X DECADENCE $60

**FINAL DESTINATION** (Taylor 2017 Seedling J11-11 M 80cm) Basic colour is violet with a rose pink influence. The falls have a paler violet edge, rusty hafts and white beards tipped orange. This iris comes from a cross yielding over 20 re-selects and has been selected for release on the basis of its excellent growth and good garden performance. SAFARI SUNSET X ADLEMI $50

**JANE’S EMMA** (Taylor 2017 Seedling J11-3 M-L 80cm) Colour gem with blue violet blended standards, buff yellow styles with violet stigmatic lip and yellow falls with a large central violet area, veined blue. The beards are white tipped orange. Good garden iris, healthy and vigorous. Spikes carry 6 to 7 buds. PARTY’S OVER X DECADENCE $60

**JANE’S EMMA** (Grosvenor 2017 Seedling F54-1 E-M 92cm) Already crowned as champion seedling at the NSW Regional Iris Show, JANE’S EMMA is a colourful delight in pastel tones. Sweetly fragrant, JANE’S EMMA’s standards are salmon pink with a tan and soft violet overlay. Falls are blended white, mauve and pink with salmon hafts and a pink tan rim. Style arms are clearly displayed and are salmon pink in colour while the whole flower is lit up by red beards. Branching and bud count are good as is its general garden performance.

**PARTY’S OVER X DECADENCE** $60

**LORD OF BURGUNDY**

**SAFARI SUNSET X ADLEMI** $50

---

**JANE’S EMMA**

**LORD OF BURGUNDY**
LORD OF BURGUNDY (Grosvenor 2017 Seedling D157-04-2 M-L 90cm) Beautifully formed and ruffled dark burgundy self with bronze beards. Strong growth but not a quick increaser. Quality spikes display this colour gem to perfection.

ROGUE'S GALLERY X ENNOBLE $45

LUCY IN THE SKY (Taylor 2017 Seedling J6-1 E-M 90cm) Pure, pristine white blooms with a blue edge to the falls and white beards are the start to its attributes. Add to this the excellent growth and the wonderful show spikes with 3, often 4, well displayed open blooms and you have a classic. Superb in every way.

LOVE MATCH X (PERFECT UNION X QUEEN’S CIRCLE) $60

MARCH IN TIME (Taylor 2017 Seedling J5-4 M 85cm) A tangerine beard lights up this very vibrant iris in violet tones with wine falls flushed violet. Great colour and a garden stand out.

IMPULSIVE X JAZZ BAND $45

MAXIMUS (Taylor 2017 Seedling 12J23-2 M 90cm) GYPSY LORD has produced many quality seedlings and here we have one with lovely form and beautiful colour. The standards are blue-violet and the falls are darker violet with a paler edge. The flower is enhanced by white beards tipped red. Garden performance, health and vigour are very good.

(WINE FROM THE VINE X LYZ TAYLOR) X GYPSY LORD $55

MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS (Taylor 2017 Seedling 12J11-5 M 95cm) This is a sister seedling to FINAL DESTINATION and of equally unique but different colouration. Greyed violet standards are darker at the midribs and yellow at the top edge. The falls are mustard yellow, darker at the midribs and the beards are yellow tipped orange. This cross has given numerous quality sister seedlings that show great diversity of colours.

PARTY’S OVER X DEcadence $60
PLAY THAT JAZZ (Taylor 2017 Seedling 12J5-2 M-L 80cm) This iris is a sister seedling to MARCH IN TIME but is oh so different. None the less, it is equally colourful having apricot standards, blended purple wine falls with a paler edge and vibrant tangerine beards. Slightly shorter in stature, it has a lovely garden effect, assisted by its health and vigour. Shorter iris are popular because they stand up well to adverse weather conditions and this one is recommended. Very popular colour combination.

IMPULSIVE X JAZZ BAND $50

PRINCESS KAELYN (Taylor 2017 Seedling G8-1 M 91cm) Classically bred, PRINCESS KAELYN has pink standards and much paler pastel pink combined with white falls. These colours are highlighted by darker pink rims and hafts and a rich red beard. Quite vigorous growth and lots of bloom from plants that are healthy and produce a mass of quality spikes. GROSVENOR SDLG A170-8;((RIBANDS X ROMANTIC MOOD) X AUSTAR PINK) X TAYLOR LOUISE $45

RIPPLING ALONG (Taylor 2017 Seedling 14L214-1 E-M 100cm) There were several quality seedlings from the cross but RIPPLING ALONG was, by far, the best. In tones of yellow and white this iris has pale yellow standards, white falls with a pale yellow edge and yellow beards. As expected, the form is excellent and this coupled with show branching, good growth, increase and vigour makes RIPPLING ALONG a quality release. We love it! THAT’S ALL FOLKS X RIPPLING RIVER $60

RIVERINA (Taylor 2017 Seedling 14K47-1 M 85cm) What great colour and what a showy sparkling garden iris. Standards are yellow with irregular touches of red on the edges. Falls have a yellow ground with red veins and edge and yellow beards. Shorter, compact growth adds to its garden
appeal and RIVERINA is vigorous and a good grower. It's standout colour and patterning will make this iris very popular. SLOVAK PRINCE X DARK DRAMA $55

SANDRA ROSS (Taylor 2019 Seedling F30-08-1 M-L 95cm) Classically bred from Dykes Medal winners HELEN DAWN (Grosvenor) and SEA POWER (Keppel), SANDRA ROSS is a white of the highest quality in all aspects of iris culture. This pure white iris produces quality show spikes and is named for the well-known and much admired gardening personality. We expect it will perform to the quality level of its namesake. HELEN DAWN X SEA POWER $55

SMOKEN UP (Taylor 2017 Seedling 14L64-1 M 100cm) Violet purple standards, slightly paler falls with a darker edge and mustard yellow hafts are lit up by orange beards. Excellent garden performance and quality blooms add to the appeal. Bread from two brilliant Grosvenor iris. CUDAL X ADLEMI $55

SQUARE PEG (Grosvenor 2017 Seedling D21-04-X M 93cm) Rich apricot melon standards with an apricot edge. Falls are apricot peach with a small white area below the tangerine beards. There is a darker edge at the base. Blooms are very ruffled, laced and have a slight fragrance. Growth and general garden performance are satisfactory. IT’S MAGIC X TAYLOR LOUISE $45

SUMMER OF LOVE (Taylor 2017 Seedling 14K3-1 M 95cm) High quality iris is a ruffled and laced yellow with a white waterfall blaze below the yellow beards. This colour combination is somewhat overdone but we just had to release this super iris because of all its superior qualities. It has great breeding potential because of the colours involved in its pedigree. ALL ABOUT SPRING X JAZZ BAND $55
TALL BEARDED IRIS

General listing

ACCESSIBLE (Ghio’07 E-M 91cm) Standards are red violet with velvety black falls. Falls have a red-violet rim and brick red beards. $18

ADMIRALTY HOUSE (Grosvenor’15 E-M 85cm) Mid to dark blue booms are wide and well formed on well budded and branched spikes. Mustard tipped blue beards. Lots of flowers. $35

ALL MY DREAMS (Black’09 M-L 76cm) Standards are peach infused pink blending to butter edges. Falls are white with large ochre-gold hafts and narrow butter-tan band. Bushy orange beards. Ruffled flowers with pronounced musky fragrance. $18

ALL NIGHT LONG (Duncan’04 L 79cm) Dark purple self. Dark purple beards. Heavily ruffled flowers that have a sweet fragrance. $25
**ALPINE BUTTERFLY** (Blyth ‘08 M-L 102cm)  
White standards have a soft violet midrib. Falls are pastel lavender with violet hafts. $15  

**AMY’S FLOWER** (Grosvenor ‘11 E-M 90cm)  
Yellow standards with slight maroon veining. Maroon falls with white lines around yellow beards. Large, wide flowers on strong spikes. $20  

**ANOTHER WOMAN** (Blyth ‘08 VVE 97cm)  
Lilac mauve standards are ruffled and lacy. Falls of cattleya magenta edged lilac mauve. Ruffled, flared and fluted. $16  

**ARE WE IN LOVE** (Blyth ’11 M 94cm)  
Peach to peach pink standards. Soft pastel pink falls with an area of blended violet lines in the centre, tangerine red beards. Bubble ruffled blooms. $25  

**ART AT DAWN** (Blyth ’06 M 102cm)  
Icy white with blue lavender wash, darker over falls. $12  

**ASK A LADY** (Blyth ’05 E-M 89cm)  
White standards, falls are white, totally overlaid soft pink champagne deepening toward haft. Pretty. $12
AURELIE (Cayeux’02 M 90cm) White tinted lavender stds. on top of purple edged falls with a white central area and red beards. Nice. $12

BABY I LOVE YOU (Black’12 M-L 89cm) Icy white stds with a gold flush over base. Falls are olive-green chartreuse darker at the hafts. White patch below white tipped orange beards and a white band. Ruffled, overlapping falls. Quality spikes with lots of bloom. Baby, we love you! $30

BALTIC SEA (Johnson’08 L 97cm) Standards, style arms and falls are medium marine blue with soft cream beards. Heavily ruffled and pronounced sweet fragrance. $20

BANNOCKBURN (Grosvenor’13 L 94cm) Lemon standards, darker at the top, have a violet infusion around the midrib. Falls are varied lemon over white, darker at the edges and hafts. Beards are yellow-orange tipped white. $20

BE ORIGINAL (Ghio ‘08 E-M-L 84cm) Stds are apricot deepening at the centre and midrib. Falls
BEAUTY BECOMES HER

are white with an orchid band and red beards. $22

BEAUTY BECOMES HER (Black '10 M - VL 107cm) Standards and style arms are medium dark yellow. Falls are yellow blending to medium yellow edge. Yellow beards. Musky fragrance. $30

BETTER THAN BUTTER (Black '10 E-M-L 104cm) White standards edged yellow. Falls are medium yellow with a brighter edge. Beards are yellow tipped tangerine. Showy and pretty. $22

BLACK PHANTOM (Maryott '01 M 95cm) Dark purple black self, slightly bitoned. Quality iris in all aspects. Excellent strong growth. $16

BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART (Grosvenor '13 M-L 87cm) Standards are pale blue with pale blue style arms tipped yellow. Falls are blue violet with burnished tan hafts and fine tan veins. Makes a very impressive clump. $25

BLISS BOMB (Blyth '01 M-L 95cm) Ruffled and laced pastel orchid with coral-red beards. Well budded, pretty pastel. $10
BLOWING KISSES (Keppel ’06 M-L 102cm)
Light pink over phlox pink with falls paling to lilac white towards the centre. Red tipped white beards. $20

BLUE TRILL (Black ’10 E-M-L 99cm)
Standards and style arms are medium sky blue. Falls are pale sky blue. Beards are medium blue. Pronounced sweet fragrance. Beautiful. $20

BOYD (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 95cm)
Gorgeous apricot, slightly bitoned with darker falls and tangerine based beards tipped white. It has a slight spicy fragrance and is beautifully ruffled. $25

BRACKEN RIDGE (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 93cm)
Apricot with a peach edge and blending darker peach at the base. Falls are apricot overlaid mauve-pink, darker towards the edge. Red beards. $20

BRAZILIAN ART (Keppel’08 M-L 81cm)
Apricot standards with yellow style arms. Falls are apricot with a wide ruby band. Orange beards. $22
BRILLIANT DISGUISE (Johnson’08 M 91cm) Vibrant apricot-orange standards and orange style arms. Falls are velvety dark maroon-black, beards are fiery orange. Great colour combination. $28

BRILLIANT IDEA (Keppel ’08 M 91cm) Blue white standards with white style arms. White falls with a wide blue shaded edge. Bright yellow beards. Large flowers. $22

BUBBLES GALORE (Ghio ’02 E-L 90cm) Quality tall, large flowered and ruffled white self. Strong growth. Multi-budded. $10

BUDDLING WAVES (Ghio’05 EV-E 97cm) Clear medium blue self with cream tipped white beards. Classic Ghio form. $22

BY DESIGN (Kerr ’05 M-L 91cm) Colourful and different. Blue white standards, blue black falls, orange beards. Easy grower, well budded and nicely branched. $12
CADIA (Grosvenor ’15 M 100cm) White falls with a wide solid band of mid blue and a blue spear below yellow beads tipped white. Very vigorous and multi budded stems make this iris a must. $35

CAFE D’AMOUR (Blyth’08 M 94cm) Standards are light violet infused over buff, biscuit buff outer edge. Falls are bright blue-rosy-violet deepening to blue violet around gold beards. $15

CAFE VIVA (Blyth ’10 M-L 91cm) White standards with medium violet falls, blending to lavender blue edge. Large white star burst coming 1/2 way down. Fragrant. $22

CANDY COLOURS (Blyth ’08 M 86cm) Standards are coral orange. Falls are coral orange overlaid creamy apricot with a large violet flash beside and below orange beards. Ruffled and flared. $18

CAPTAIN THUNDERBOLT (Blyth ’11 E-M 91cm) Violet standards over purple falls. White lined markings at hafts with an edge the same colour as the stds. This is a new standout! $22
CARMEL NILAND

CARMEL NILAND (Grosvenor '15 M 92cm)
Light pink stds sit atop light blue falls with a paler rim, pink hafts and red beards. Good growth. $40

CARNIVAL OF COLOUR (Black’09 E-M 89cm)
Standards have cream base blushed metallic pink. Falls are veined and washed dark violet with gold peach hafts and band. White tipped tangerine beards surrounded by white lines. Ruffled and fragrant. $20

CATWALK (Blyth '10 M-L 91cm)
Ruffled honey-comb standards over red-burgundy falls. Striking colour combination. Has that 'wow' factor. $20

CELEBRITY SQUARE (Grosvenor 2016 E-M 90cm)
Slightly bitoned melon pink to apricot with stds pink and falls with darker hafts, white centre and melon edges. Red beards, violet horns. $40

CHAMPAGNE BUBBLES (Ghio’04 M-L 97cm)
Standards are blue lavender with fuchsia pink at the midrib. Falls are lighter blue lavender, pink on the underside. Standout red beards. $20
CHAMPAGNE JOURNEY (Blyth ’11 M 89cm) Cream standards flushed pastel olive green, lavender blue falls lightening toward edge, green olive flush around yellow-cream beards. $22

CHEAP FRILLS (Black ’09 E-M-L 97cm) Standards are buff peach, darker towards the edge. Falls are white with light cinnamon washed hafts and plicata band. $12

CHESTNUTS ROASTING (Blyth ’10 M-L 87cm) Chestnut brown with a red-brown overlay on the falls. Heavily ruffled blooms. $16

CHRISTMAS PRESENT (Ghio ’07 M-L 85cm) Smooth blue orchid self, lighter in the centre of the falls. Bubble ruffled and lightly laced, lots of buds, very vigorous growth. $15

CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black ’09 M-VL 99cm) Standards are white with violet blue sanded plicata veins blending to solid dark indigo. Falls have a white V patch around beards and are heavily washed and veined violet blue becoming solid
CLIMACTIC
dark indigo. Slightly lighter purple edge. $25

CLIMACTIC (Grosvenor '11 M 90cm) White blended blue violet standards over white falls with a fine blue violet edge and red beards. Lots of ruffled blooms on well branched spikes. $16

CLOUDS OF GLORY (Richardson '04 M-L 81cm) Blue-violet deepening at the edges. Beards are white tipped yellow. Nicely ruffled. $20

COAL FACE (Grosvenor '11 L 96cm) Standards are purple-black while the flaring falls are darker and very close to black. Nicely ruffled. Winner of 2015 Dykes Medal. $30

CO-AXIAL (Grosvenor 2016 M-L 90cm) Apricot standards with a soft violet infusion in the lower half of the standards. Darker edges to the falls. Easy grower with prolific bloom. $40

COMPTON (Grosvenor '14 M 89cm) Superbly formed pastel in tones of light violet and pink. There is a darker veining in the falls. The beards are strawberry pink and there is a slight fragrance. $35
**COUNTY CORK** (Schreiner ’06 M 91cm) Lime yellow self. Gives a lovely green effect in the garden. Unusual colour that is popular. $18

**CRADLE MOUNTAIN** (Grosvenor ’15 M 90cm) Sky blue standards, darker at the midrib over dark blue falls with a fine, pale blue rim. There is a small white spray around the yellow beards tipped blue and a lighter blue central stripe. $35

**CREATIVE VISION** (Kerr ’04 M 91cm) Standards are oyster, edge is infused tan, base infused violet. Falls are dark red with white rays beside beards. $18

**CRUSH ON YOU** (Kerr ’03 M 90cm) Ruffled pastel with pale pink standards, and washed blue falls. Red beards. Easy grower. $12

**CUDAL** (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 94cm) Brassy yellow standards with a green influence at the midribs and base. Falls are yellow with a small white area around tangerine orange beards. Strong $30
DANCE RECITAL (Keppel '04 M 91cm) Light blue violet over pale blue becoming paler with age resulting in a near-white center. Red beards add a lot of impact.

DANCE TILL DAWN (Johnson '11 M 91cm) Bright golden yellow standards, golden yellow falls, lighter yellow white patch below beard. $35

DANCING IN LEMON (Grosvenor '08 M 94cm) Superbly formed, heavily ruffled and laced lemon-yellow iris. Beards are orange tipped white. One of the best show iris we have grown.

DANCING STAR (Johnson'09 E-M 99cm) Standards and style arms are crisp white. Falls are ink blue-purple with bold white sunbursts etched dark blue-purple veins and paler edges. Orange beards tipped yellow. Great iris.

DARING DECEPTION (Johnson'12 M 89cm) White standards, light violet wash up midrib; plush violet falls, white band, white spray on either side of beards. One of the best. Award winner.
DEAR ARABELLA (Taylor 2016 M 88cm) White ground standards with blue violet plicata markings and blue-violet styles. Falls are white ground with blue-violet plicata lines and rim. Prolific! $40

DEAR GEMIMA (Taylor 2016 M 94cm) Lilac-mauve stds. Burgundy purple falls with red beards. Unusual colour and easy growth contribute to making this a good garden iris. Vigorous! $40

DESIGNER’S ART (Kerr ’05 E-M-L) Yellow standards and a blue violet band on the falls which have a white ground. Wide and ruffled beauty bred from QUEEN’S CIRCLE. Vigorous. $15

DIAMOND NECKLACE (Taylor ’15 M 86cm) Heavily ruffled and laced standards of melon apricot to peach apricot. Sparkling lacy white falls are heavily rimmed peach-apricot. Fragrant! $45

DOWNTOWN MAN (Blyth ’08 M-L 95cm) White standards, violet falls with a white star burst pattern around orange beards. Grows well. $12
DREAM TICKET (Lauer ’06 M-L 91cm) Orient pink standards with style arms. Violet falls edged cream. Patterned beetroot purple shoulders. Orange beards. Ruffled and fragrant. $20

EFFECTIVE (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 88cm) Mauve-violet standards edged buff and violet falls with tan hafts and a tan-gold edge. Strong growth, quick increaser. Spectacular as a clump. $18

ELECTRIC CANDY (Blyth ’10 M 91cm) Very ruffled reddish-violet with a blue blaze on falls. Plenty of stems. $28

ENCHANTER (Blyth ’02 E-M 102cm) Pastel lilac mauve standards, falls are the same with purplish wash lightening and spreading over half the petal. Ruffled and laced. Big flowers. Very nice. $22

ENGAGEMENT RING (Ghio’10 E-M-L 86cm) Very ruffled champagne-gold standards. Falls are white with a wide rose-orchid band. Bushy yellow beards. $25
ENNOBLE (Ghio ’99 M-L 84cm) Black-cerise-red with brick red beards. Large heavily ruffled blooms of distinction and great appeal. $12

ENTICE (Ghio’03 M-L 89cm) Deep rose pink self with tangerine beards. So special! $12

EXPECT WONDERS (Ghio’08 E-M-L 86cm) Creamy white standards with a pronounced burnt apricot halo around edge. Falls are yellow based with deep gold hafts, lower dotted red-purple becoming almost solid at distal edge. Red beards. Different. $25

EXPLICIT (Ghio’05 M-L 92cm) Bright gold standards and gold sunburst on black mahogany falls. Great garden effect. $14

FEUDALISM (Ghio ’07 E-M-L 97cm) Standards are apricot bisque blending to maroon at base and midrib. Falls are ruby maroon overlaid black. Tangerine beards. $22

FLASH OF LIGHT (Johnson’08 L 91cm) White standards with a hint of blue. Falls are dark blue
with a blaze around bright yellow beards. $22

FLASHY SHOWGIRL (Black'09 M-L 94cm)
Standards are medium salmon-peach with a slight gold rim along top edge. Falls are salmon peach blending to smoky purple becoming darker toward edges. Beards are dark orange. Ruffled, lightly laced and spicy fragrance. $20

FOR GABRIELLE (Taylor '15 E-M 90cm)
Standards and falls are both stunning yellow with a white central area on the falls. The blooms are spectacular, wide, ruffled, laced. $40

FRENCH RIVIERA (Johnson'09 M-L 91cm)
Dark yellow standards. Falls are yellow, washed medium red-brown below beards, more solid mahogany toward dark yellow bands, mahogany veins across white patch on either side of yellow beards. Flashy combination. $20

FRILLED TO BITS (Blyth '09 M 102cm)
Vivid lemon yellow standards. Falls are the same with a white area and blue haze. Ruffled and flared. $18
**FRONTLINE** (Black’11 M-L-VL 102cm) Dark purple standards blending to wide icy white band. White falls with light green texture veins. Pronounced sweet fragrance. $25

**GALLERY** (Johnson ’05 E 104cm) Mulberry standards lighter in the centre. White falls banded mulberry. Good grower producing show spikes with multiple buds. $25

**GAME PLAYER** (Johnson ’11 M-L 91cm) Medium cameo pink standards blending outward to light buff edges. Lighter buff falls, darker hafts blending to cream centre. $35

**GATES OF ROME** (Blyth’08 M-L 94cm) Champagne standards with a slight violet flush at midrib. Rich burgundy-violet falls. Very ruffled and flared. Strong grower. $14

**GLAD ALL OVER** (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Mauve lilac standards and rosy mauve falls. Falls are edged with the colour of the standards. Neat white area around tangerine beards. $14
GLAMAZON (Blyth '07 M 91cm) Honey-butterscotch standards with falls having a rose overlay and slightly lighter edge. Rosy blaze below tangerine red beards. Musk fragrance. $14

GLAMORAMA (Blyth '09 M-L 89cm) Icy blue standards and plush purple falls, with lilac rim. Extremely ruffled. $25

GLAMOUR PANTS (Blyth '04 E-M 91cm) Light apricot standards over dark burgundy falls, edged in the same apricot as the standards. Bright red beards. Has the wow factor! $14

GRAPETIZER (Johnson '09 M 89cm) Standards are dark black purple with slight white ground visible in centre. Near black style arms. Falls are pristine white with a wide purple black plicata band and dotting. $25

GUARDIAN ANGEL (Keppel '05 M 100cm) Pure pink and a really gorgeous colour with a small paler pink-white spot below big coral pink beards. Large, ruffled and laced. $22
HAUT LES VOILES (Cayeux ’00 M-L 83cm)
Lemon standards, soft blue-violet falls, lavender blue beards. Lovely pastel bicoulor. $12

HEAD OVER HEELS (Blyth ’11 VE - M 91cm)
Soft pastel pink. Extremely ruffled and fluted with show stems. $22

HELLO IT’S ME (Blyth ’02 E-M 91cm) Apricot standards with slight rose midrib infusion. Falls are fuchsia magenta, with creamy centre line, buff apricot edge and small violet flash below tangerine beards. Nicely ruffled. Fragrant. $14

HELLO TEMPTATION (Grosvenor ’16 L 88cm)
Very dark purple to black iris with near bronze beards. Superbly branched producing nearly 100% show spikes which regularly open 3 to 4 blooms simultaneously. Award winner! $50

HEXHAM (Grosvenor’13 M- L 90cm) Yellow standards with a slight melon influence at the midrib. Blended rosy wine-red falls with a pale dusky pink edge. Very colourful garden iris. $15
HEY TRUE BLUE

(Keppel’07 M-L 107cm) Standards are red-brown, light yellow ground barely showing in centre. Falls have wide dark port wine border, dotting and raying into golden lemon yellow centre. Strong colour. $30

HIGH OCTANE

(Keppel’07 M-L 107cm) Standards are red-brown, light yellow ground barely showing in centre. Falls have wide dark port wine border, dotting and raying into golden lemon yellow centre. Strong colour. $30

HILLVIEW PANTOMIME

(Grosvenor’13 M-L 88cm) Standards are raspberry pink, paler at midrib. Falls are deeper raspberry pink with a pale edge and tangerine beards. Sweetly fragrant. $18

HOLEY CHEESES

(Grosvenor ’11 E-M 75cm) White stds have lemon yellow plicata marks and a slight blue-violet midrib. Falls are marked blue-violet. A light tan-brown edge to the falls. $22

HONOURABLE LORD

(Blyth ’09 M-L 91cm) Light lavender-blue standards with rich violet to violet black falls. Small white spray below beards. Musky fragrance. Large bud count. $16
HOWLER (Johnson’11 L 91cm) Medium pink standards; warm white falls with warmer pink bands. Stand out purple horns. $25

I MUST HAVE IT (Black’11 E-M 89cm) Coppery caramel standards blushed red up midrib; copper caramel falls with light violet-blue below beard blending to light orchid. Pretty. $25

IMPULSIVE ELATION (Grosvenor ’16 E-M 92cm) Light apricot standards flushed pink at the midribs and wine falls with pale pink edges and a white spray at the hafts and around the beards. Beards are tangerine. Very ruffled and laced. $40

IN LIVING COLOUR (Black’04 M 91cm) Bright medium yellow standards. Falls are violet with a narrow gold band. Small gold patch either side of beards. $20

INDULGENCE (Blyth ’02 M-L 91cm) Lemon yellow shading to light butterscotch standards. Plush burgundy falls with sharp buff edge, some white haft veining, golden beards. $12
INSIDE JOB

INSIDE JOB (Ghio '05 E-M-L 86cm) Standards are light blue shading to turquoise at base. Falls are blue white overlaid medium blue. Light blue band around edge. Beards are lemon tipped white. $20

ITALIAN ICE (Cadd '04 M 90cm) Soft lemon standards. White falls have bright lemon hafts and soft lemon on the edge. Lovely iris. $14

JAZZ BAND (Keppel '05 M 91cm) Standards and style arms are buff orange. Falls are the same with a wide wine band. $22

JEALOUS GUY (Blyth'09 M-L 94cm) Coffee tan standards with a lavender blush at midrib. Falls are coffee cream. Lavender blaze below tango beards. Very ruffled, pronounced sweet fragrance. $22

JESSIE’S GIRL (Taylor '15 M 90cm) Ruffled standards are violet with a double rim of grey and yellow. The falls are white with a light yellow rim and large yellow beards tipped orange. These falls often recurve in arilbred style but the overall effect is pleasing. Good growth and large blooms. $35
JOHNNY BLUE EYES (Grosvenor 14 M 95cm) Blue violet self. Wonderful garden iris with well branched spikes, masses of bloom and excellent health and vigour. $35

JOVIALITY (Keppel’12 M 86cm) Pure white standards yellow at the base; yellow to dandelion falls paling toward white central area. Dandelion beards. $28

JUICY RUMORS (Blyth’06 M 88cm) Pale champagne-pink standards. Similar coloured falls with an overall red-violet wash and lines. Different and attractive. $12

JUNE KRAUSSE (Schreiner’09 L 91cm) Standards, style arms and falls are pink. Blooms are ruffled and laced. Quality pink iris. $20

KEEN PERCEPTION (Grosvenor’14 M-L 90cm) Warm white with slate violet veins, lemon rimmed standards. The falls have a finer lemon rim and orange yellow beards. Light fragrance. $35
KEPT ON ICE (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 90cm). The standards are light blue and the falls are icy blue white with tangerine beards, white at the end. Great garden iris. $22

KISSABLE YOU (Blyth ’10 M 97cm) White standards; white falls edged cream, large pattern of violet texture veining, orange tan hafts. $18

LACHLAN MACQUARIE (Grosvenor ’13 M 92cm) Stds are medium blue, falls dark blue with a black influence mainly at the haft. Small white spray around mustard beards tipped blue. Wonderful garden iris. Very popular. $22

LAKE ST. CLAIR (Grosvenor ’12 E 89cm) Clear mid blue self. Quick increase, strong growth, lots of buds. Looks great in a mass planting. $22

LAST LAUGH (Shoop ’00 M-L 105cm) White standards, blue violet falls with a large white area around tangerine beards. A fancy bitone with great colour effect. Striking standout beards. $12
LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN (Grosvenor ’15 S E 90cm) Heavily ruffled standards are melon apricot to peach apricot. Falls are of similar colour with a darker rim and hafts. Spicy fragrance. Multi budded spikes carry from 8 to 10 blooms. $35

LET’S BE BRAZEN (Blyth ’05 E-M 85cm) Deep wine rose standards and rich burgundy rose falls unfurl from near black buds. Tangerine beards. Well branched and grows well. $12

LIMERENCE (Blyth’09 M-L 89cm) Opal pink standards with a slight mauve infusion. Falls are layered soft lilac, lighter toward centre. Beards are vivid tangerine. Nice clump effect. $18

LINDA’S CHILD (Innerst ’03 M 88cm) Spectacular white with gold rims and red beards. Colour gem. Easy grower. $12

LIVING YOUR DREAM (Black ’11 M-L-VL 91cm) Red purple standards, crystalline wire rim; medium lilac falls paler toward margins, medium lilac rim. $20
LOOKING BEAUTIFUL (Blyth ’02 E-M 97cm)
Standards are apricot buff with a slight violet blended midrib. Falls are creamy coffee. Small blue blaze below tangerine beards. $10

LOOPTY LOO (Black ’08 M-L 86cm) Infused violet standards and style arms. Falls are darker violet. Very attractive colour. This iris has given us some lovely seedlings. $18

LOTUS LAND (Keppel ’99 M 90cm) Heavily ruffled and laced peach toned pink with a lighter creamy fall overlay. Very nice. $10

LOUISA’S SONG (Blyth ’99 E-M 105cm) Heavily ruffled lilac-orchid standards, red-violet falls edged lilac-orchid. Tangerine beards. Everything about this iris is superb. $10

LOVE MATCH (Blyth ’07 M 89cm) Standards and style arms are pure white. Falls are pure white in the centre gradually deepening toward pastel blue at edge. Soft and beautiful. $18
LULLABY LIGHT (Blyth ‘02 M-L 102cm)

LUNCH IN MADRID (Blyth ‘07 M-L 102cm)
Standards are pink with a heavy violet blush toward midrib. Falls are blended soft salmon and pastel pink, more salmon at haft. Musky fragrance. $18

LYZ TAYLOR (Grosvenor 2015 M-L 92cm)
An attractive colour of grape purple. The falls are a couple of shades paler than the standards. Great garden performer. $35

MAGIC HAPPENS (Ghio ‘06 E-M 88cm)
Closed white standards with a gold halo. White falls with strong blue lines radiating overall from gold shoulders. Well branched and vigorous. $20

MAGIC MASQUERADE (Black ‘08 L-VL 112cm)
Standards are pearl-violet with slightly darker texture veins and a gold-tan band. Falls are dark, velvety burgundy with an extensive network
MAGICAL

of fine white veins over hafts. Ruffled. $20

MAGICAL (Ghio’07 E-M 94cm) Peach pink standards and creamy peach falls. Deeper peach shoulders, light coral beards. Excellent! $22

MAMBO ITALIANO (Black’09 M-L-VL 94cm) Standards are rose claret heavily infused garnet at base. Medium dark claret falls and burnt orange beards. Heavily ruffled and laced blooms. $20

MANGO DAIQUIRI (Blyth ’05 E-M-L 95cm) Light apricot self with orange beards. Well budded and branched. Pretty in the garden. $12

MANSFIELD PARK (Taylor ’15 M 92cm) Standards are ruffled and laced in a sky blue colour that contrasts well with the dark ruffled and laced blue purple falls. Beards are orange red. Fragrant. $45

MARCHING BAND (Ghio ’06 M-L 95cm) Clear orange with a wide violet orchid band on the falls and tangerine orange beards. Excellent branching, high bud count. Great show iris. Vigorous. $25
Heavily ruffled standards are a soft creamy buff-apricot blended rosy apricot at the base. Falls are buff-apricot with darker veins, dark rosy apricot hafts and a bubble ruffled rosy apricot rim. $28

**MELISSA PEARL** (Taylor '15 E-M 89cm) Stds and style arms are light pink while the falls are mid pink with a paler edge. Lightly ruffled blooms carry red beards and are sweetly fragrant. $40

**MERCHANT MARINE** (Keppel '06 M 97cm) Medium blue standards, slightly deeper medium blue falls. Nice ruffles. $20

**MEXICAN HOLIDAY** (Schreiner '04 E 97cm) Yellow standards over red falls with yellow rim. Orange beards. Good colour combo. $12

**MIAMI BEACH** (Keppel '05 M 102cm) Empire yellow over pinard yellow. Paler centre spot. Red beards. Standout in the garden. $14

**MING LORD** (Blyth '05 M 100cm) Smoky lilac violet standards and velvety red violet falls with a
faint lighter edge. Tangerine beards. Lovely. $12

**MISSIES GIRLS** (Grosvenor’12 M-L 86cm)
Nicely ruffled stds. are mid mauve-pink. Ruffled falls are peach toned pink with darker veins and a small near white area around pink beards. $25

**MIST ARISING** (Blyth ’07 M-L 91cm) Standards are champagne buff to lemon cream, lavender midribs. Falls are lavender, slightly deeper flash, heavy gold hafts and orange beards. $14

**MOLONG** (Grosvenor 2016 E-M 93cm) Mustard yellow standards, green-brown at the midrib and base. Falls are a paler shade of mustard yellow with a small white area around tangerine orange beards. Quality blooms! An unusual colour blend. $35

**MONTMARTRE** (Keppel’08 VE-M 89cm) Greyed red-purple standards, straw yellow edge; dark red purple falls, narrow oyster white edge, white around chrome yellow beards. A luminata pattern that is one of the best in its class. Excellent branching. Fertile. $22
MOROCCAN MAGIC (Blyth ’04 E-M 90cm)
Peach standards and rim on black wine falls lit up by orange beards. Refreshing in the garden and a very vigorous grower. $12

MORSE (Grosvenor 2016 E 90cm) Standards are mauve-violet, veined buff with an incomplete buff rim at the top. Falls have similar colouration. Beards are yellow tipped white. Nice! $40

MUSIC LESSON (Johnson’07 M-L 91cm) Standards and style arms are blue white. Falls are lavender blue with a central white area around beards. Spicy fragrance. $16

MY TASHA (Taylor ’15 M-L 88cm) Standards and falls are lavender blue with a heavy overlay of darker lines. There is a paler edge to both standards and falls. Beards are red. Pretty garden effect. $40

MYSTERIOUS WAYS (Keppel ’03 M 102cm) Standards are yellow to walnut at the base, blended greyed violet. Falls are oyster white with a light yellow edge and hafts are light yellow. $10
**MYTHING TOOTH** (Grosvenor ‘13 M 76cm)

Stds. are orchid mauve, lighter in the centre. Falls are paler orchid mauve, lighter in the centre and darker at the edge. Pink-red beards. Short. $25

**NARELLE ELAINE** (Grosvenor ‘12 M 94cm)

Orchid-mauve standards and blended dark rosy orchid falls with a lighter edge. Tangerine beards. Ruffled flowers and strong vigorous growth. $20

**NATALIAR** (Grosvenor 2016 E-M 90cm)

Standards are light blue infused mid blue in the centre. Falls are milky white with orange beards. The colouration is different and the form is pleasing. Easy grower and floriferous. $40

**NATURAL BLOND** (Ghio ‘02 E-M 91cm)

Warm creamy pink peach standards. Cream falls with a peach edge. Beautiful. $16

**NEPEAN RIVER** (Grosvenor ‘11 M-L 85cm)

Blue white standards top blue violet falls. Grows well and blooms on show stems. $20
NEVER BEEN KISSED

NEVER BEEN KISSED (Blyth ’07 E-M 91cm) Standards are blue to blue-lavender. Falls are pastel blue to blue white. Slight musky fragrance. Very nice. $16

Noble Poet

Noble Poet (Blyth ’06 M-L 97cm) Lemon gold standards and tan falls deeper at hafts with a blue blaze extending over most of the falls. $14

NORMALITY

Normality (Grosvenor ’13 E 91cm) Blue-mauve-violet standards and blue-mauve falls lighter around beards and darker at the edge. $22

NORTHANGER ABBEY

Northanger Abbey (Taylor ’15 M 92cm) Yellow standards surround orange yellow styles with prominent dark lines. Rich, dark purple falls are paler towards the centre and nicely ruffled. Spicy fragrance. Excellent growth and increase. Show spikes galore. $40

ON A SANDY BEACH

On a Sandy Beach (Grosvenor ’12 M 90cm) Standards are a light blue, falls are lemon on white, darker at the hafts and edge. Plenty of buds on well branched spikes. Vigorous. $20
ON THE MOVE

ON THE MOVE (Schreiner ’06 M 104cm) Stds are violet blue on white ground. Falls are violet blue plicata on white ground. Yellow beards. $14

ONE OF A KIND (Black ’10 M-L 89cm) Chalky lilac standards with red plum veins and intermittent brass gilt rim; black cherry falls with white veins around old gold beards. Different! $28

OPENING NUMBER (Black’10 M-L-VL 94cm) Pale slate-blue standards veined darker grey-violet, intermittent gilt gold rim. Falls are purple with white veining around orange beards. Showy! $25

ORATORIO (Blyth ’04 M-L 94cm) Standards are champagne with lavender infusion coming up from the base. Deep lilac falls. Excellent! $12

ORIGINAL CAST (Johnson’07 M-L 89cm) Standards are pastel buttery-tan, centres infused soft tan-pink, ruffled, lightly laced. Falls are smooth pale buttery-peach blending to white in centre, overlaid with greenish texture veins. Beards are melon coral, pronounced fragrance. $15
OUR HULLABALOO (Grosvenor’13 E-M 91cm) Standards are yellow with a darker midrib, falls are white with yellow hafts and a clear yellow rim. Orange-yellow beards. $20

OUR LILY (Grosvenor’12 M 96cm) It is the softest of pale pink with white in the centre of the falls and tangerine-pink tipped white beards. $25

OUR MAN BUCK (Grosvenor 2016 E-M-L 105cm) White ground plicata with wide blue-violet plicata marked standards. Falls have a narrow blue-violet edge. Spicy fragrance. Multi-budded. $35

OUT OF THE DARK (Black’07 M-L 102cm) Standards are red purple, paler around midribs. Falls are buff with a wide red purple plicata band. Beards are white tipped burnt orange. Ruffled and slightly spicy fragrant blooms. $18

OUT TO LUNCH (Blyth ’06 E-M 102cm) White standards with faint peach blush at midrib. Falls are champagne beige, slightly blended and darker at hafts. Lighter edge. $12
OVERJOYED

OVERJOYED (Gatty '94 M 80cm) Creamy white stds, creamy lemon falls and creamy gold beards. Ruffled flowers on short spikes. Beautiful!  $10

OXFORD COUNTESS (Blyth’07 E-M-L 107cm)
Pink infused oyster and peach standards. Falls are rose violet with a lighter edge. Tangerine beards tipped white. Showy and fragrant.  $22

OXFORD ROMANCE (Grosvenor ‘14 M 90cm)
Standards are pastel, mallow orchid pink with an apricot influence. Falls are paler mallow orchid pink. Light strawberry pink based beards tipped white. Large ruffled flowers.  $30

PAINTER’S TOUCH (Johnson’09 E-M 81cm)
Standards are white. Falls are white, bright yellow-gold hafts and the remainder of petal washed and lined violet. Beards bright yellow-orange.  $15

PALACE SYMPHONY (Blyth ’06 M 91cm)
Magenta-burgundy standards with a bronze blush at midrib. Falls are bright magenta-burgundy and purple bronze. Ruffled and laced edging.  $18
PALACE TREASURE (Blyth '10 M-L 94cm) Soft opal pink standards, blended to honey at midrib. Falls are burgundy-red with white rays spreading 1/2 way down petal. $30

PARISIAN DAWN (Keppel '06 M-L 91cm) Apricot cream standards with a faint pink flush. Creamier falls shading to mauve edge. Beards are scarlet vermillion. Very pretty new iris. $14

PATRICIA ELIZABETH LINNEGAR (Grosvenor '14 E-M 90cm) Standards are bronzed yellow with a violet midrib. Falls have a white ground with rosy violet plicata edge and central stripe. Yellow bronzed beards. Very high bud count. $28

PATRICIA’S OWN (Grosvenor 2016 E-M 90cm) Stds are white ground with heavy blue-violet markings. Falls are violet, lighter around cream beards. A beautiful iris! $50

PEP RALLY (Ghio’07 VE-E 86cm) Solid mahogany-violet red standards. Falls are cream with the base lined and dotted mahogany-violet
PERFECT UNION
red and a crystal hairline edge. Beards are orchre. Luminata pattern. $20

PERFECT UNION (Schreiner ’01 L 89cm) White with a blue-violet band on the falls. Yellow at hafts and yellow beards. $10

PERFORMING ARTS (Keppel ’05 M-L 91cm) Standards are pinkish orchid and falls are pinkish orchid, paler in the centre. Melon beards. $18

PHIL THE POWER (Grosvenor ’14 M 90cm) Peach pink standards with a slight violet infusion. Rosy orchid falls have a paler rim and a small central stripe below tangerine red beards. Lots of buds on good stems and good growth. $30

PIXIE DUST (Schreiner ’01 M-L 97cm) Standards and style arms are light sulphur yellow. Falls are blue toned darker toward centre. $16

PLACE YOUR BETS (Schreiner ’07 M-L 107cm) Standards and style arms are dark violet. Falls are white ground with dark violet plicata marks. Golden yellow beards. Very tall. $20
PLEASURE STATE (Blyth ’07 M-L 97cm) Standards are blended apricot. Falls are lavender over pinkish apricot with salmon tan hafts. Pretty. $16

POETIC WALK (Blyth’05 E-M 86cm) Iridescent lilac standards, deeper reddish-violet toward mid-rib. Falls are smooth iridescent lilac with plum-red hafts extending to just below beards giving a band effect across top. $18

POET'S RHYME (Keppel ’05 E-M 94cm) Violet standards, lighter toward edge. Style arms are light blue. Falls are light blue. Blue beards, yellow in the throat. $20

POLITE APPLAUSE (Ghio’11 M-L 84cm ) Standards are light pink. Falls are pink overlaid violet, deeper at the edges. Tangerine beards. A favourite. $25

POWER POINT (Johnson’05 M-L 114cm) Ruffled and laced pale lavender pink standards and warm white falls, that blend to soft lavender pink margins. Upturned lavender violet horns. $10
PRAGUE (Johnson ‘05 M 91cm) Apricot peach standards infused red plum at the midribs. Smooth velvet burgundy black falls with rosy tan edges. Ruffled and laced. Great growth. Super. $18

PRETTY AS A PICTURE (Black’11 E-M-L 86cm) Mid terracotta buff standards splashed dark orchid in the centres; mid peachy terracotta falls with paler centres lightly brushed orchid. $20

PRETTY EDGY (Blyth ’02 E-M 90cm) Gorgeous, lacy rosy-violet standards and bold edging on off white falls. Bronze-gold beards. $12

PRETTY SWISH (Blyth ’06 M 97cm) Ruffled and laced apricot-peach standards; falls are the same with rose hafts extending a third of the way down. Colour pattern suits its name. $18

PRETTY WITCH (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Standards are smoky medium apricot infused rose at the midrib. Falls are apricot, totally overlaid rose burgundy, lightening toward edge. $18
PUBLICITY STUNT (Johnson’11 L 84cm) Icy blue-white standards narrowly banded glittering brassy gold; very dark purple falls, white flash lined and dashed dark purple beside beards with a white dart at end of bright yellow beards. $20

PURPLE SERENADE (Schreiner ’05 M-L 94cm) Violet purple self. Dark purple beards. $16

PURPOSEFUL (Grosvenor ’14 L 80cm) Heavily ruffled and laced pink blooms with pink beards have a salmon influence and a slight fragrance. Growth is adequate to good. $28

RACING AT DUBBO (Taylor ’15 E-M 89cm) Pretty colour combination of apricot-yellow standards and honey-orange falls with an apricot-yellow rim and tangerine beards. Easy grower and good increaser result in a lovely garden effect. Early bloomer with good branching. $35

RACING HEART (Blyth ’01 VE-M 110cm) Icy lavender standards, violet falls with a light
lavender edge. Bright red beards. Lovely. $10

**RAGING TIDE** (Keppel '07 M-L 97cm) Pale to mid blue standards with medium violet-blue centre. Falls are medium violet-blue with outer area a paler blue. A very nice effect. $12

**RARER THAN RUBIES** (Blyth '07 M-L 102cm)
Light burgundy-rose standards over burgundy to plum red falls. A lovely smooth flower with sweet musky perfume. Rapid increaser. $14

**RASPUTIN** (Johnson '11 M 86cm) Apricot peach standards with wine claret falls banded mid rosy mauve. Bright tangerine beards. $35

**RED BADGE** (Grosvenor 2016 E-M 95cm) Wine-red self with burnt orange beards. The dark wine red colour is well lit up by orange toned beards. Well branched and budded! $40

**RED HANDED** (Ghio’07 M-L 84cm) Mahogany standards and mulberry falls with mahogany shoulders and band. Beards are mustard yellow. $18
RED SKIES (Ghio ’07 E-M 90cm) Rich blended red with claret mahogany standards and mahogany red falls that carry a distinctive blue blaze under the gold beards. Leather like substance. $20

REPERTOIRE (Johnson ’11 L 89cm) Medium yellow green standards shaded slate violet up the midrib. Pastel violet falls, gold to brown hafts, yellow beards. $35

RESONANCE (Ghio ’06 M-L 91cm) Huge quality blooms in soft steel-pink. Superb in every way. One of the best of our newer imports. $16

REUSSITE (Cayeux’05 M 90cm) Pure white standards. White falls with wide bright blue border. Standout red beards. $15

RHINELANDER (Schreiner ’06 M-L 95cm) Rich grape-mauve. Heavy substance and lovely ruffled form. Easy grower. $22

RIPLING RIVER (Schreiner ’95 M 90cm) This has to be seen to be believed. One of the best
formed iris available; it is a rich navy blue, all ruffled and perfectly balanced. $10

RISKY BUSINESS (Johnson ’10 L 94cm) Butter buff standards infused rose up the midribs; fuchsia falls, plum hafts and bands, fine butter-buff edge. Exciting colour pattern. $25

RITE OF PASSAGE (Ghio ’07) This is a gorgeous blend of iridescent pastels - mother of pearl pink, deeper pink and pearl blue tones all with light tangerine tipped blue beards. Superb form, wonderful ruffles and lots of buds. $25

ROCKY ROGUE (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 92cm) This is the nearest to pure red that we have grown or seen. Buds and branching are excellent but the colour is THE thing with this vigorous beauty. Makes a spectacular clump. $35

ROMANCER (Blyth ’00 M 90cm) Orchid lavender standards flushed pink. Creamy pink falls with darker edge. Very popular when listed. $10
ROMANTIC LYRIC (Ghio’05 L-VL 89cm)
Medium pink self with tangerine beards. Very beautiful colour with gorgeous ruffles. $16

ROMANTICO (Blyth ’10 M 81cm)
Pure white standards over white falls thickly banded violet, darker purple band at hafts. Bright red beards. Very lacy with great colour. $20

RUSSELL FALLS (Grosvenor ’13 M-L 92cm)
Golden yellow with a large white waterfall below orange tangerine beards. Decidedly different. $25

RUSTY TAYLOR (Grosvenor ’12 E-M 94cm)
Orange tan self with burnt orange red beards. Superb growth and vigour. Close to perfect as a garden performer. Show spikes. $30

SATIN AND LACE (Black’11 M-L 86cm)
Medium peach standards, lighter falls becoming darker at edge. Orange beards. $18

SCATTERBRAIN (Johnson’08 L 102cm)
Standards are white narrowly rimmed gold. Falls are
veined and washed ruby with white lines around bright yellow beards. Narrow light gold bands. Different. $20

SEA POWER (Keppel ’99 M 95cm) Quality mid blue slightly bitoned with blue beards tipped lemon. Very attractive ruffling which is much admired. Extremely popular. Dykes Medal winner. Great in every way. $12

SEAKIST (Schreiner’97 M-L 95cm) White standards, white falls marbled overall in blue with a white spot around soft yellow beards. $10

SECRET RECIPE (Ghio ’06 E-M 84cm) Mulberry standards lightening to gold edge. Black mulberry falls with apricot cream band, apricot shoulders and tangerine beards. $25

SECRET SERVICE (Keppel ’02 M-L 107cm) Standards are blue heavily overlaid light green. Style arms green, violet centre. Falls are eggplant black with orange beards. Purple based foliage. $20
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY (Grosvenor ’11 M 102cm) White standards with a pale blue glow at the base which lights up the flowers. White falls. Extremely vigorous. $14

SEPARATE AREA (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 76cm) Standards are pink, falls are mauve peach in colour, more pink at the hafts and lighter in the centre around pink beards. Laced and beautiful. $25

SHAKE IT UP (Black’11 M-L 91cm) Ice blue white standards flushed dark blue-violet at base; white falls, green texture veined, few plum veins in throat. Standout bright orange-red beards. $18

SHARRELIZ (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 105cm) Standards are light pink, slightly darker at the edge. Falls are a lighter shade of pink with a frilly deeper edge and beards that are white tipped orange. Spicy fragrance. Exceptional! $40

SIDNEY’S CHOICE (Grosvenor ’07 E-M 94cm) Standards are brilliant yellow, falls are pure white with a yellow band. Perfect show spikes. $12
SILENT SCREEN STAR
SILENT SCREEN STAR (Ghio ‘06 M-L 88cm)
Standards are golden apricot, falls very pale blue washed golden apricot with a hairline creamy edge. Show stems. Very vigorous, quick increaser. $18

SILK AND HONEY (Blyth ‘06 VE-M 89cm)
Standards are cream deepening to light lemon at midrib. Falls are cream to creamy white with a defined lemon edge blending across hafts. $16

SKIRT ALERT (Johnson’10 M-L 89cm)
White standards, neatly edged yellow gilt; palest violet white falls with wide yellow-gold bands becoming translucent toward edges. $22

SMART MONEY (Ghio’09 E-M 91cm)
Standards are light yellow, deeper at midribs. Falls are darker yellow, lighter below yellow beards. $20

SMOKY SKYLIGHT (Grosvenor ’15 M 92cm)
Greyed violet stds. all ruffled and laced with a mauve tan edge. Wide, ruffled falls are purple with a greyed mauve edge and a small ray pattern of white around tangerine beards. Strong. $40
SNAPSHOT (Johnson’07 M 81cm) Yellow standards with red dots at base. Falls are mahogany red, large yellow central area around yellow-orange beards. Sweet fragrance. $25

SNOWED IN (Ghio ’99 E-M-L 88cm) Light blue standards with a thin tan edge. Violet-black falls with a white star burst pattern around red beards. Colour gem. A standout in the garden. $14

SOFTLY WAITING (Blyth’09 E-M 94cm) Standards are creamy peach to soft apricot. Falls are creamy peach, gentle lilac overlay. Beards are white tipped tangerine. $18

SOME LIKE IT HOT (Black’07 M-L 81cm) Buff peach standards with purple midribs. Falls dark wine with thin paler rim. White lines around dark orange beards. Velvety, ruffled and fragrant. The name says it all. $18

SORBONNE (Keppel’08 M-L 97cm) Standards have blackish red-brown outer area, speckled with light yellow in centre. Falls are lemon gold
SORID LIVES
speckled red brown toward edge. Solid centre line below beards. Showy. $28

SORID LIVES (Johnson’09 E-M 104cm) White standards, slight gold halo and base. Falls washed, mottled and dotted rose magenta with wide blended bands of off-white to yellow. Award winner. $28

SPORTICIUS (Taylor 2016 M 92cm) Dark blue with blue beards. From two of our best breeding blue toned iris comes this prolific blue iris with all good attributes. Well budded and branched spikes from healthy plants. $40

SPRING MADNESS (Johnson ’09 M-L 89cm) Standards are white flushed yellow at midribs. Falls are yellow with brown veins and lighter edge. Very showy with lots of appeal. $35

STAR APPEAL (Ghio’09 E-M 97cm) Strawberry-pink self. Lightly ruffled; great colour. $30

STILETTOS (Johnson’09 M-L 99cm) Laced blue-pink. Orange beards and slender violet horns. Very distinctive. $20
STILL OF THE NIGHT (Grosvenor 2016 E 88cm) Purple standards, darker falls with brown hafts and mustard beards. Well branched and budded iris. Good garden and show bench performer. $40

STIR THE POT (Grosvenor ’13 L 94cm) Dark purple stds top black falls tending to dark purple around the blue-purple beards. Lovely. $25

STOLEN SWEETS (Black’09 M-L 89cm) Standards are white edged and infused yellow. Falls are white with a narrow yellow rim wider at hafts and light greenish-yellow texture veins. Ruffled bloom with sweet fragrance. $30

STRANGE HARMONY (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 92cm) Gorgeous lacy caramel standards, veined darker. Violet falls with caramel tan hafts and rim. Easy grower; lovely form. $30

STRUT YOUR STUFF (Black’07 M-L 97cm) Standards are plum brown. Falls are medium lilac with dark red-brown hafts and thick edge. Ruffled
and fragrant.  $22

**STYLIZED** (Johnson'09 M-L 89cm) White standards. Falls are lavender blending paler with a wide white band and plum hafts. Beards are near brown-black tipped smouldering dark orange. Spicy fragrance.  $18

**SUNSHINE IN** (Keppel '09 E-M 89cm) Citron yellow with cream white centre line below yellow beards. A standout in the garden.  $18

**SWEETLY SUNG** (Blyth ’03 M-L 86cm) Stds. and falls are blended pinkish grey champagne. Lavender blue blaze and wash over falls.  $12

**TAHITIAN AFFAIR** (Blyth ’05 E-M 100cm) Apricot standards and falls with an orchid-lavender overlay, lighter at the edge. Wide, flared and ruffled.  $14

**TALASPRING** (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 95cm) Ruffled, blended blue standards diffused and paler at the edge and off white falls with a pale blue edge. Excellent multi budded garden performer.  $16
TASSIE DEVIL (Grosvenor '13 E-M 105cm) Standards are off white, overlaid pale mauve-violet and a faint mustard rim at the top. Falls are similar with incomplete mustard rim. Good grower with very appealing colour pattern. $25

TAY DAUM (Grosvenor '13 E-M 105cm) Standards are white with heavy slate blue-violet plicata markings. Falls are white edged slate blue-violet with dull yellow beards. A great garden iris and a deserving Dykes Medal winner in 2013. $16

TEMPLE SPIRIT (Blyth '06 M-L 97cm) Lemon cream veined lemon standards. Rosy tan blended falls with lavender toward centre, lemon gold edge, brown hafts. Strong fragrance. Very fancy. $25

THAT'S HOT (Lauer '08 E-M 99cm) Standards are rose pink. Falls are venetian pink with bushy red beards. Pretty iris. $22

THINKING CAP (Johnson '11 L 76cm) Blue purple standards infused deeper up midribs, white falls with pink violet narrow edges and hafts. $20
TIA ROSE

**TIA ROSE** (Grosvenor ’12 M 92cm) Gorgeous! White standards with a slight blue infusion and blue falls. Excellent garden habits, quality. $20

TO SHORE

**TO SHORE** (Grosvenor’12 E-M-L 92cm) Ruffled icy blue-mauve standards and off white falls edged icy blue-mauve. Excellent garden performance and plenty of buds. $20

TOAST OF THE TOWN

**TOAST OF THE TOWN** (Black ’11 L-VL 89cm) Dark slate blue-violet standards blending to light blue-violet around the edge. Falls open icy lavender-white and age to white with grey-white texture veins. Bubble ruffled. $18

TOPSPIN

**TOPSPIN** (Grosvenor ’11 L-VL 94cm) Gorgeous dark top, reverse bicolour with blended mauve pink standards and white falls edged pink. Tangerine beards tipped white. Lovely ruffled form. $28

TORONTO

**TORONTO** (Johnson ’11 E-M 91cm) Peach buff standards infused maroon up midribs; dark maroon falls, light rose-maroon edges. Well formed flowers and very showy in the garden. $25
TRANSFER (Grosvenor '14 E-M 92cm) White ground plicata with pale blue violet beards. The standards have a wide, light blue edge and the falls have a darker blue violet near solid rim. $30

TREASURE TRADER (Blyth '08 VVE 94cm) Lemon yellow stds. Falls are blended deep burgundy-rose deepening at hafts and lightening toward edge. Lemon buff rim. $20

ULLADULLA (Grosvenor '12 M-L 85cm) Huge blooms accompanied by compact growth, ensures a wonderful display. Standards and falls are both red-purple. Spikes carry 8 or more buds and are well branched. $22

UP IN FLAMES (Johnson '10 M 94cm) Hot pink rose standards; dark garnet falls, pink rose edges. Award winner. $20

UPON MY WORD (Grosvenor '16 M-L 84cm) Shorter growing pink bitone with the standards a little paler at the fimbriated edge and falls that are
pale pink with white in the centre and around the beards which are pink tipped white. Fluffy and lacy!

**VAS** (Grosvenor '15 M 90cm) Stds are peach pink with rosy pink midribs. Pristine white falls carry a wide apricot rim and red beards. The blooms are wide, ruffled and laced. Growth is good. $45

**VENETIAN GLASS** (Keppel '03 M 83cm) Very lovely, lacy, milky pink with blue tones all ruffled and laced. Exquisite iris. $12

**WEARING RUBIES** (Blyth '01 E-L 95cm) Lightly ruffled garnet rose standards, ruby falls and red beards. Colourful. $12

**VIENNA WALTZ** (Keppel '00 M-L 93cm) Ruffled and laced orchid-pink with melon beards. Beautiful creation. $12

**WICKED GOOD** (Black '12 M 89cm) Light blue standards darker at the base and midrib. Black purple falls, narrowly banded light violet with dark purple wire rim. Eye catching. $25
WILD ANGEL (Johnson ’06 M-L 107cm) White standards, faint gold halo. White ground falls lined and flushed violet. Gold band and patch on outside edge of hafts. Different and appealing. $18

WINTER IN CANBERRA (Grosvenor 2016 E-M-L 110cm) Complete white except for some yellow in the throat of the white beards. Excellent growth, superb spikes and healthy vigour. $30

WINTERFEST (Schreiner ’05 M-L 102cm) White self. Very large ruffled flowers. Quality iris from the USA. $20

WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black ’07 E-M 102cm) Standards are white with lemon edge. Falls are white ground lined and dotted plum rose with a lemon line and a near white thick rim. Beards are yellow. Ruffled. Very unusual! $25

ZOOM TOP (Grosvenor ’14 M 92cm) Standards are creamy white heavily overlaid rosy burgundy. Falls are white with a rosy brown dotted edge and central stripe. A stand out colour pattern. $35
TALL BEARDED IRIS

Favourites

All at $9 each  Any 3 for $25

ADLEMI  Standards are lilac-mauve, falls a rosy lilac mauve with a lighter edge and reverse.

ADMIRED  Outstanding neglecta. Blue standards, purple falls. Award winner in Florence.

ALPENVIEW  Rich blue standards, lighter at the edge. White falls with a green influence at the hafts. White beards, yellow in the throat.

ANTIQUITY  Subtle antique lemon, cream with a bronze overlay and light blue blaze below beards. Wonderful form and excellent stems.

APRIL JEWEL  Orange-pink standards edged in orange-buff. Orange-buff falls have a pink cast, yellow-ochre shoulders and tangerine beards ending in small horns.
ARISTOCRACY  Ruffled violet-purple with paler area around light blue beards. Vigorous.
AROUND THE WORLD  Off white stds with a glistening gold edge. Falls are mustard yellow with a light yellow line running down from beard.
BARBARA MY LOVE  Salmon-pink standards, white falls with an orange band and yellow beards.
BETTER LOOSEN UP  Fancy plicata with blue-violet overlaid on white. Classic form with gentle ruffling, closed standards and wide hafts on the falls.
BLUE RISING  Icy blue lavender standards top white falls with an icy blue blush.
CALLING  Icy white stds., blue-violet falls with white lines around lemon beards. Good grower.
CLOTHED IN GLORY  Yellow stds and falls. Falls have wide darker yellow hafts, dark brownish red band around edge and white area around beards.
CALLING

DAH DAH Large, ruffled navy blue with mustard beards tipped blue. Good growth.
DAWNING Lemon blended with pink. Unusual and vigorous.
DECADENCE Golden apricot standards. Plum-burgundy falls with a creamy apricot edge. Ruffled and heavily laced.
DUSKY CHALLENGER Ruffled, silky dark purple-black. Very vigorous. Dykes Medal winner
EXCITE ME Unusual plicata with a white ground edged blue in the standards and purple in the falls.
FOREVER NEAVE Standards are pink with a melon influence. Falls are off white with melon hafts and a rosy orchid rim. Very pretty.
FREEDOM SONG White ground plicata with mid-dark blue stitching around edges and prominent blue purple styles. Excellent growth.
HEAVEN AND EARTH Vigorous pink amoena. Pretty iris and one of the nicest in this pattern.

HIGH MASTER Lemon standards, magenta-rose falls edged lemon. Produces masses of bloom.

IMOGEN PAIGE Standards are blue violet over white. Falls show more of the white ground. Dykes Medal winner 2011.

IMPULSIVE We love it. Buff standards, burnt orange falls speckled lightly in purple on the edge. Dark orange beards.

JANET'S JOY White flowers carry soft lemon beards tipped white. Form is full and ruffled.


KATHY CHILTON Gold standards, plush red black falls. Very ruffled blooms, strong grower.

MANDARIN MORNING Champagne pink standards, coffee-pink falls with white lines, orange beards. Pretty.
MORNING FROST Ruffled and laced light lavender stds, icy white falls touched pale lavender

MY FRIEND JOYCE Well branched, multi-budded spikes are the features of this vivid and ruffled, blue on white plicata. Excellent spikes.

MY SISTER JANET Standards are white solidly overlaid light blue. The falls are white with a rosy mauve solid rim and a paler fine wire edge.


PARIS OPTION Greyed pink standards, red-violet falls with a lavender edge. Bronze beards tipped violet. Well branched and grows well.

PARTY’S OVER Soft lavender-blue standards over ivory flushed lemon falls. Ruffled and wide flowers are excellent.

PICTURE BOOK Magnificent pink. Ruffled blooms with heavy substance on show spikes.

QUALIFIED Very high quality iris in shades of
apricot, peach and pink with tangerine beards. **QUEEN’S CIRCLE** Pure white with a blue edge to the falls. Dykes Medal winner 2007. Great! **RAPTURE IN BLUE** This is one of the best blue iris available. Heavily ruffled sky blue. **REAP THE REWARDS** Light blue standards, blue-purple falls and blue-violet beards. Fragrant colour gem and good grower. **RETURN TO CAMELOT** Heavily ruffled mid pink with a white area around pink beards. Winner of two awards in Florence ’12. **REVERE** White with a yellow halo on the standards and a blue rim on the falls. Nice and tall. **RING AROUND ROSIE** Stds are white with yellow rim, falls are white with a wide yellow margin around an area speckled magenta-purple. **ROYAL ESTATE** White ground plicate with clear mid to dark blue bands. Lovely colour. Quality! **SAMBUCA** Nicely ruffled, wide, well formed black from the purple side. Grows well.
**SANDY BEACH** Creamy-yellow standards, iridescent light lavender falls with yellow beards, lavender at the ends. Fragrant and ruffled blooms.

**SATURN** Deep beetroot-purple standards. Wide black-cherry falls have a lighter halo. Strong.


**SIGH OF COLOURS** Lemon-cream standards. White falls stitched and dotted lavender pink.


**STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN** Creamy white stds., blue falls. Dykes Medal winner 1993.

**SURELY WHITE** Lacy white with brown shoulders, tangerine beards with short horns. Vigorous

**TEMPTONE** Fantastic, rich, ruffled purple flowers with purple beards. Dykes Medal 1995.

**TUSCAN VILLA** Lacy creamy yellow and golden yellow bitone with mustard beards. Great!
**New and Recent Releases**

**BONANZA STREAM** (Grosvenor ’10 BB M 64 cm) Superb pure sky blue with darker blue hafts and royal blue beards. Winner in Florence. $14

**BONKERS** (Keppel ’05 IB M 61cm) Mauve stds, overlaid on yellow. Falls are port wine, intense yellow hafts, shoulder striping and wire rim. $12

**ENLIGHTENED** (Sutton ’11 BB M-L 58cm) Blue violet stds, gold wire edge; dark violet falls, bright yellow in throat, yellow gold wire edge. $15

**FRUIT STRIPE** (Sutton ’08 BB E-M 58cm) Yellow standards flushed pink purple. Falls are greyed orange with a heavy red-purple wash. Very fancy. $18

**HAPPY NOW** (Blyth ’10 IB E-M 51cm) Lavender standards with fine white wire edge. Lavender falls with white edge and white zone each side of beard. Very very nice! $12
I'M DREAMING (Blyth '07 BB E-M 61cm) Opalescent white standards with a pink blush at midrib. Falls are smooth rich pink deepening at hafts. Sweet fragrance. $12

MAN'S BEST FRIEND (Black '08 IB M-L 64cm) Standards are light slate violet, brassy gold texture veins radiating upward. Falls are medium red brown, darker texture veins, light butter yellow veins over hafts, grey white band. Fragrance. $12

NICHE (Ghio '06 BB E-M 66cm) White stds over white falls, wide blue violet band. Red beards.$12

PARTY GOER (Blyth '08 IB VE-M 64cm) Standards are yellow with rusty brown falls, deeper towards bronze-brown beards. $14

PERSNICKETY (Keppel '08 IB E-M-L 66cm) Standards are tannish apricot with a faint pinkish flush. Falls are lighter tannish-apricot with a small amber white area at end of beard. Raisin shoulders, haft webbing and fine speckling. $12
PLASMA (Blyth ’06 IB E-M 51cm) Bright red burgundy standards. Falls are plush smooth red black with ruffled edge colour of standards. Musky fragrance. $14

SELF INDULGENCE (Black ’11 IB M 48 cm) The pristine white self has soft tangerine over white beards and a few greenish veins in the heart of strongly flared falls. $12

TIPTOE DANCER (Blyth ’10 E-M 50 cm) Standards are pink with rose pink stitching. Falls are apricot with rosy lavender edge. $14

TRIPOD (Sutton ’05 IB E-M RE 51cm) Yellow ground heavily washed maroon standards. Falls are yellow ground, rusty red plicata edge. Beards are yellow with fuzzy white horns. Ruffled. $14

WHAT ABOUT ME (Johnson ’11 IB M 76cm) Standards are soft yellow as is the band around white falls. Soft blue beards are the perfect accent. $15
All at $7 each or any 3 for $18

**ALL ABUZZ** (Black '00 IB 65cm) Purple and white mixed standards, red-purple falls with white veining, yellow to white beards.

**BABOON BOTTOM** (Kasperek '93 BB 66cm) Standards are pink with falls grounded light pink, streaked pink with random off white streaks. Wow!

**BLACK CURRANT** (Smith '99 IB 64cm) Plum purple standards and falls with a yellow wire edge.

**BLUE CHIP STOCK** (Black '98 MTB 56cm) Light blue standards, dark violet blue falls. Nice.

**BLUE FLIRT** (Blyth '02 IB E-M 64cm) Icy blue with navy blue beards. Nicely fragrant.

**DELOVELY** (Blyth '07 IB 51cm) Bright blue violet. Large ruby black signal on falls.

**ELSEDINA** (Grosvenor '83 BB VE 63cm) White stitched bright purple. A standout.

**FLYING CIRCUS** (Keppel '03 IB M 61cm) Standards are apricot flushed lilac. Falls are white.
with a heavy plicata wash.

**LONONDERRY** (Keppel '96 IB M 60cm) Pink-lilac with lemon beards. Good form.

**LUNAR FROST** (Keppel '96 IB E-M 58cm) White with a yellow crescent on the falls. Great.

**PRECIOUS PUPPY** (Grosvenor '11 BB L 61cm) Gorgeous pure pink self. Great colour and ruffling. Excellent.

**ROZ** (Innerst '95 IB M 48cm) Standards are gold. Falls are gold, with red spot. Great in a clump.

**SHOOTING SPARKS** (Black '89 IB 71cm) A pure white plicata, banded deep blue to violet.

**THIS AND THAT** (Black '98 IB E 69cm) Dark purple standards, silver orchid falls washed red purple and edged dark purple. Sweet fragrance.

**TOUCH OF BLARNEY** (Blyth '03 IB M 60cm) Light blue with a green overlay. Pretty.

**WHOOP EM UP** (Brady '74 BB 69cm) Golden yellow standards; maroon falls with golden yellow on reverse side extending to top as all around edge.
CALIFORNIAN IRIS
12cm POTS - $10 EACH
only available at
NSW Iris Society annual show
and
open days at EIDOLIA PARK
during spring 2016.
Limited stock.

See the Introduction for dates for the show and open days.

Californian iris, also referred to as Pacific coast iris, are native iris of the west coast of the US. They are, in general, evergreen and form small, compact plants that send up flowering spikes from early to mid spring. Foliage varies in height from 20cm to 45cm. Bloom sits beautifully above the foliage.

While they are found in the foothills of higher ranges, Californian Iris are not alpine plants. They prefer high winter and early spring rain followed by long dryish summers. They tolerate cold in the winter and relish heat in the summer. While full sun is satisfactory in all but the hottest climates, most of these irises will grow best in a semi-shaded position.

Care must be taken when dividing and replanting to have only young divisions and only when the new white roots are forming in late autumn, early winter. (mid May to early June). When planting it is very important not to let the root system dry out, and once planted the ground should be kept damp until the plants are actively growing.

Feeding Californian iris consists of a 9 month slow-release fertilizer in mid to late May and then a light feed with a general rose food in early spring. Californian iris can be used extensively in different garden situations. They can be used to give spectacular displays over a long period either as mass plantings in large garden beds or as long rows along paths or driveways. They are also great as feature or spot plantings among other perennials or annuals, they shine like beacons. Another great use is under planting for standardised plants in circular or square beds.

Because these irises grow so well in pots, they can be grown to large potted specimens or used as companion plants in pots of various sizes with other perennials or annuals.

Plants come in a wide range of warm and cool colours - yellow, orange, gold, russet, red, white, shades of blue, violet and purple through to black. There are also pink, apricot, mauve, peach, orchid and heliotrope. With their veining and signal patches many of the Californian Iris are bicolours and bitones. Blending and contrasting styles also add to the beauty.
SUNCLIPSE

TRUMP CARD

WARM WINTER

WICKED

WHAT A TREAT

WHITE GOLD
CALIFORNIAN IRIS
BARE ROOTED PLANTS

PLEASE ORDER SEPARATELY FROM BEARDED IRIS
$12 EACH, 10 FOR $110, 20 FOR $200, FULL COLLECTION $400
add EXPRESS POSTAGE $15
Plants will be posted May - June 2017

As noted on page 79 we will also be selling 12cm POTTED named Californian Iris (different varieties again) at the NSW Iris Society Show, at John Taylor's garden on Millthorpe Garden Ramble weekend, and at other Open Days this spring (see Introduction for details). Also see page 79 for cultural notes for Californian Iris.
INTERNATIONAL

JOKER'S FOOL

LATEST TRENDS

JUDGE'S TABLE

LADY'S SECRET

KNOCK KNOCK
COLLECTIONS

For 2017 we offer the following collections at a considerable discount on catalogue prices (these collections do not attract other benefits such as gift plants).

TB 1 A collection (our selection) of 8 Tall Bearded iris, separately named and labelled in a wide colour range, for $40 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $72).

TB 2 A collection (our selection) of 8 Tall Bearded iris, separately named and labelled in a wide colour range, for $65 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $110).

TB 3 A collection of 3 or more New Release TB iris (of your choice), separately named and labelled, for catalogue price less 20% plus postage.

Please note:
(1) With collections (except TB 3), we select the particular varieties. If you wish to get specific named varieties or colours you should order from the catalogue and pay the catalogue price.
(2) Collections may include varieties from recent past catalogues as well as the current catalogue.

Abbreviations used in the catalogue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>Early season</th>
<th>Ev</th>
<th>Evergreen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mid season</td>
<td>SEv</td>
<td>Semi-evergreen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Late season</td>
<td>Dor</td>
<td>Dormant in winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Rebloomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tet</td>
<td>Tetraploid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dip</td>
<td>Diploid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GARDEN VIEW FEATURING ROSE MADAME GREGOIRE STAECHELIN
AND TALL BEARDED IRIS CLUMPS
GARDEN VIEWS FEATURING CALIFORNIAN IRIS CLUMPS